
Proximity Edge 7 at Swindon is very 
well positioned to serve businesses on 
the M4 corridor. It is the ideal solution 
for companies seeking to escape the 
congested data centre conurbations of 
Slough and West London.
The data centre is very close to the major R&D hub at Harwell which is 
home to many research organisations in biotech, genome and 
space-tech. Edge 7 is also ideal for businesses based in Bristol.

Edge 7 has excellent road and rail infrastructure with easy access to the 
digital fibre routes connecting London to Ireland and the USA. Certified 
to Tier 3 by the Uptime institute it has an award winning data centre 
design. The site also benefits from the highest levels of security.

All of our data centres come with simple contracting and full UK-based 
support, transition and onboarding to make sure your data operations 
keep running smoothly.
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Customers
Proximity provides secure edge data centre 
colocation services where you need it. Low 
latency, fast connectivity and low transit costs 
for the following customers:-

Site Space
The data facility is built to the highest standards with an area of 89,000 square 
feet (8,300 square metres). The 24/7 site has capacity for up to 2,000 racks of IT 
equipment and meets the most demanding levels of data centre accreditation. 

Power
Edge 7 benefits from 7 MW of power availability with the ability to expand up 
to 14 MW. It has outstanding environmental and sustainability credentials. As 
a certified tier 3 data centre it has full backup of generators and UPS for 
complete peace of mind. 

Connectivity
Edge 7 has a wide range of connectivity providers and the site benefits from 
multiple points of entry from fibre providers. It is also very close to the major 
fibre routes between London, Ireland and the USA. 

Security
Highest levels of security available with 24/7 guards. Full CCTV coverage 
with night vision and motion detection. 

Certification Standards
› ISO 9001 
› ISO 14001 
› ISO 27001

Profile
› Edge 7 has 89,000 square feet with capacity for up to 2000 racks 
 of IT equipment.
› 7MW of power available with the expansion capability of 14MW, 
 fully backed up by generators and UPS.
› Excellent fibre connectivity close to the main fibre links between 
 London, Ireland and the USA. 

Cloud Providers

Content Delivery Networks

Financial Services

Industry

Public Services

Gaming
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Edge 7 is ideally located for businesses which need 
colocation services along the M4 corridor. The award 
winning design makes the site one of the most 
e�cient in terms of power and cooling in the UK.
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